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Incompressible two phases flows are widely used for ship and offshore hydrodynamic applications and still remain 

challenging to simulate properly. In this context two types of problems are generally encountered: transient simulations 

such as waves loads, seakeeping or any violent free surface flow and steady-state problems such as hydrodynamic 

resistances of ships/structures. While the first family of problems requires low Courant-Friedrichse-Lewy (CFL) numbers, 

the second one can accept high CFL numbers (> 100) in order to reduce the simulation time as long as the accuracy is 

preserved (which is a challenge for CFD codes). In a marine context, authors have traditionally reported the limitations 

of the standard incompressible two-phase flow solver interFoam. Firstly, Meyer et al. [1] have shown that MULES 

algorithm (Multidimensional Universal Limiter with Explicit Solution, [2]) needs additional iterations (PISO [3] and 

SIMPLE [4]) and sub-cycles for sufficient stability in comparison to a commercial solution for large time step simulations. 

Secondly, the presence of spurious air velocities has been widely reported ([5], [6], [7]). Vukčević et al. [6] have stated 

that spurious air velocities occur due to the imbalance between pressure and density gradients during the pressure-velocity 

coupling and propose the use of the Ghost Fluid Method (GFM) [8] to solve this issue. In this context, an incompressible 

two-phase flow solver (named gfmFoam) based on Volume-of-Fuid [9] and GFM is proposed. Firstly, in gfmFoam, the 

convection term in the phase fraction equation is discretized using algebraic schemes: CICSAM [10], MCICSAM [11], 

HRIC [9], MHRIC [13] or BICS [14] unlike the standard approach : MULES. The deferred correction method is retained 

to increase numerical stability. Secondly, gfmFoam benefits of the GFM for pressure and density discontinuity handling 

(Figure 1). As indicated above, the use of GFM is motivated by its ability to alleviate light phase acceleration and preserve 

a continuous velocity field across the free surface. This results in lower CFL number allowing larger time step. The 

method, implemented following [6] has a different momentum formulation [15]. Finally, gfmFoam is tested on various 

test cases ranging from dam break transients to ship resistance assessment. Comparisons with interFoam solver are carried 

out in term of accuracy, robustness and CPU time. 

 
Figure 1: Full Scale Kriso Container Ship (KCS) [16] simulation with gfmFoam 
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